ADMINISTRATIVE CAPACITY

RELEVANCE

SECTOR

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

PROCUREMENT

Survey assessing the impact of OPAC (Operational Programme Administrative Capacity) outreach programmes

Trainings for OPAC beneficiaries

Information events for potential OPAC beneficiaries

EXPECTED # OF BENEFICIARIES

Up to 90,000 employees in 250 public and judicial institutions

KEY STATS

3 framework contracts, funded through Axe 3 of OPAC, technical assistance

TOTAL BUDGET OF OPAC: €553.2 MILLION

TOTAL BUDGET OF AXE 3: €39.1 MILLION

Framework contract 1 (FWC1):

10 studies

900 participants (approx.)

Framework contract 2 (FWC2):

Framework contract 3 (FWC3):

Caravans, roundtables, workshops with OPAC beneficiaries all over Romania

MAIN RECOMMENDATIONS

- The bidders’ proposed experts should have previous experience in a similar research contract. Taken on board by the contracting authority (CA).
- The framework contract (FWC) should be structured in 2 lots: the first one dedicated to the creation of a single visual identity for all events and training sessions organised by different contractors, the second one to the development of contents and logistics of the events. By splitting the FWC into two lots, economies of scale can be obtained, while ensuring a consistent visual identity for the whole FWC. Not taken on board by the contracting authority.

CSO MONITOR: ROMANIAN ACADEMIC SOCIETY

PROJECT

LOCATION

ROMANIA

TIMELINE

01/01/2016

Start of IP project

20/04/2018

Signature of IP by CA

07/08/2019

Award of the 1st subsequent contract within FWC1

29/08/2019

Signing of the IP for FWC2

24/09/2019

Signing of the IP for FWC3

02/12/2019

Award of the 1st subsequent contract within FWC2

07/22 – 09/23

End of project

05/12/2019

Award of the 1st subsequent contract within FWC3

COSTS

€1.8 MILLION

ORIGINAL COST

€ 553.2 MILLION

€ 39.1 MILLION

Framework contract 1 (FWC1):

National budget: €66,216

ESF: €366,431

Framework contract 2 (FWC2):

National budget: €87,070

ESF: €481,834

Framework contract 3 (FWC3):

National budget: €120,200

ESF: €665,169

WHAT’S NEXT?

- Monitoring reports on the pre-bidding and tendering phase for FWC1, FWC2 and FWC3
- Monitoring report on the evaluation phase for FWC1, FWC2 and FWC3
- Monitoring the implementation phase for FWC1, FWC2 and FWC3